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Abstract
A cost effective and reliable technology for the fabrication of electrochemical test-cell arrays for battery materials research,

based on batch-fabricated glass micro packages was developed and tested. Jet dispensing was investigated for the first time

as a process for fabricating battery electrode arrays and separators and compared to micro dispense printing. The process

shows the reproducibility over the whole range of investigated materials and battery cell structures that is required for

battery materials research. Such setup gives rise to a significantly improved reliability and reproducibility of electro-

chemical experiments. Cost-effective fabrication of our test chips by batch processing allows for their single-use in

electrochemical experiments, thereby preventing contamination issues due to repeated use as in conventional laboratory

test cells. In addition, the integration of micro pseudo reference electrodes is demonstrated. Thus, the test cell array

together with the developed electrode/electrolyte deposition technology provide a highly efficient tool for speedy com-

binatorial and high throughput testing of battery materials on a system level (full cell tests). Experimental results are shown

for the microfabrication of lithium-ion test cells with help of several electrode and binder materials. The influence of jetting

parameters on electrode lateral dimensions and thickness, reproducibility of the electrode mass as well as the use of

integrated micro-reference electrodes for impedance spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry measurements in micro cells are

presented in detail.

1 Introduction

Rechargeable batteries are of crucial importance for the

transition towards a sustainable energy economy. Major

applications of secondary batteries are for stationary stor-

age of electricity from renewable sources, and batteries for

electrical vehicles, leading to the new, demanding

requirements. Here, both the discovery of new materials

and the study and optimization of new and known materials

can be accelerated significantly by high-throughput (HT)

testing technologies (Muster et al. 2011).

Combinatorial and HT methods comprise rapid synthe-

sis, high-throughput testing and high capacity information

processing. In this context, ‘‘combinatorial’’ refers to a

change in the nature of the parameters (different materials

or components of a recipe) while HT means the systematic

variation of parameters in a wide parameter space of a

particular system with a given composition (Maier et al.

2007), both promising an acceleration of research. In

addition, the case of testing several identical cells in par-

allel increases the statistical validation. However, in the

known art, the implementation of combinatorial and HT

methods in battery research may be difficult for several

reasons. Huge variation of the electrochemical behavior of

materials can occur even for very small variations of the

material composition, in fact, impurities and additives of

extremely low concentration can influence the electro-

chemical behavior greatly.

Moreover, the fabrication of battery electrodes are

characterized by complex technologies like mixing which

are not easily suited for the preparation of continuous

material libraries. For example, synthesizing electrodes

with continuous composition spreads were performed with

alloy electrodes that were sputtered or evaporated
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simultaneously from two or more spatially separated

sources (Alcock et al. 2011; Fleischauer et al. 2003; Jun

et al. 2014; MacEachern et al. 2015; Whitacre et al. 2003).

Unfortunately, this technology is not relevant for many

interesting and industry relevant electrode materials.

HT methods were also used to screen polymer and liquid

electrolytes for batteries (Cartier et al. 2015; Cekic-Las-

kovic et al. 2014; Su et al. 2014). Impressive results have

been obtained recently with the help of commercial robotic

liquid screening platforms with an automated mixing sys-

tem (Cartier et al. 2015; Su et al. 2014), leading to detailed

electrolyte libraries with different amounts of various

organic solvents and various lithium salts and evaluating

the ionic conductivity but not the performances of those

electrolytes in battery cells was shown.

Although the research needs in the field of secondary

batteries are high, and the large amount of possible elec-

trode and electrolyte materials opens an almost infinite

number of different cell configurations, actually a rather

small number of publications report HT methods for the

investigation of complete electrochemical cells, perhaps

due to the complexity of the total setup, where test cell

arrays with liquid electrolyte (Clemmons 2016; Cekic-

Laskovic et al. 2014; Takada et al. 2004) are even more

challenging to realize than cells with solid state thin film

electrolyte (Alcock et al. 2011; Fleischauer et al. 2003;

Whitacre et al. 2003). Thus, until now the great majority of

battery experiments is conducted based on single cell

preparation. Coin cells and pouch packaged cells are used

for two-electrode measurements while three-electrode

measurements are carried out with sophisticated mechani-

cal constructions like T-cells (Garcia et al. 2016; Loveridge

et al. 2016) or El-cells (Steinhauer et al. 2017).

This paper proposes a breakthrough in electrochemical

testing methodology, by much wider use of arrays of bat-

tery cells for high throughput tests, which allow the par-

allelization of potentiometry, amperometry, and

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) experi-

ments. This will speed up testing in order to evaluate

electrochemical properties and correlate electrode/elec-

trolyte variations for a large number of rationally modified

cells. Our cells will be low cost, because hundreds of them

can be fabricated on the same substrate with the help of

Fraunhofer IZḾs glass panel fabrication line. Moreover, in

contrast to the already existing in-house proprietary tech-

nologies of ILIKA (Alcock et al. 2011) and Wildcat

Technologies (Takada et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2016), we

provide a complete platform for producing electrochemical

test cell arrays, including HT devices intended for use as

fully finished or as work-in-progress (partially finished)

goods, to any interested lab.

Said technology is based on IZMs micro battery tech-

nology (Hahn et al. 2016, 2017; Hoeppner et al. 2015;

Hoeppner 2015; Ferch et al. 2016) and comprises the fol-

lowing key components:

• Fabrication of glass cavity substrates with area array of

test cells, metallic thin-film or printed carbon current

collectors, integrated micro-pseudo-reference elec-

trodes (MPRE) and electrical contacts intended for

single use,

• Preparation of electrode pastes and fabrication of

electrodes by conventional/industry relevant methods

and sequential variation of material parameters,

• Provision of electrode pastes as cartridges for dispense-

print or jetting in commercial robot systems to be

deposited into the cell array,

• Housing of test-cell arrays or sub-arrays via a substrate

bonding technology and assembly into re-usable test

fixtures; electrolyte application can be variably done

with the help of automated robotic systems or fabri-

cated manually and supplied as cartridges, and

• Provision of a reliable electrical interface to a multi-

channel electrochemical testing system for combinato-

rial characterization.

The main building blocks that are required for that

approach are shown in Fig. 1a. They can be divided into

two main parts: the high throughput battery cell array

fabrication and the high throughput electrochemical char-

acterization and data evaluation. We are using a multi-

channel battery test station (Basytec) but other concepts

like multiplexed potentiostats and impedance analyzers can

also be applied.

Due to the single–use nature of the test-cell arrays and

the standardized assembling technology, failures arising

from impurities and manual handling will be significantly

reduced in comparison to reusable single cells (T-cells/

Swagelok cells, or El-cells). Cells of the area-array-sub-

strate concept can be made in various sizes and variants,

allowing diverse measurements including 3-electrode

electrochemical characterization, optical diagnosis and gas

evolution. Despite their single-use nature, such test-cells

are very cost-efficient: nearly 10,000 test cells of size

5 9 5 mm2 can be fabricated simultaneously on one glass

substrate. The test cells can also be used for highly cor-

rosive electrolytes, since the active materials are only in

contact with the glass housing and the tested stable thin-

film metallization. Materials can be identical across an

array to document consistency from cell to cell, leading to

higher precision and statistical significance; it can also help

to evaluate the differences in electrochemical performance

for a plurality of experiments ran in parallel with varying

electrolyte, electrode composition or content.

Electrodes for conventional state-of-the-art test cells are

fabricated similar to large scale manufacturing by slurry

casting or doctor blading. A paste that is fabricated by
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mixing the powder components and binder into a solvent to

make a slurry; the slurry mixture is pasted onto a metal

foil; evaporating the solvent and then pressing (calender-

ing) to finalize the electrode.

In order to deposit the patterned micro electrodes

mooted here onto a substrate a process must be used that is

suitable for the deposition of such high viscosity materials

in small dimensions. Screen printing would be possible but

paste additives are required to control the rheology; those

additives can deteriorate the electrochemical performance.

Thus dispensing is the most straight forward way to fab-

ricate arrays of micro electrodes, where the viscosity

required by the process can be achieved by variation of the

solvent content and no other additives are needed (Ferch

et al. 2016). As an alternative method we report here for the

first time the use of high speed jetting technology for the

deposition of battery electrode pastes. The jetting tech-

nology was developed for depositing high viscosity solder

or silver pastes for the fabrication of solder bumps and

interconnection lines (Becker et al. 2014; Gu et al. 2016):

here, fluid is ejected rapidly through a nozzle, using said

fluid́s momentum to break free from the nozzle. It is mostly

used for small scale production; the main advantages over

dispense printing is the much higher speed; moreover, there

is no need for accurate control of the nozzle height because

it is a contactless process.

The fundamentals of jet deposition are rather complex,

in particular for battery electrode pastes, which are liquid–

solid two-phase fluids that are composed of several com-

ponents (ceramic and carbon particles, polymer binders and

Fig. 1 Building blocks of the

high throughput battery cell test

approach (a); filling of high

vapor pressure electrolyte

through a manifold that is

integrated in the test array lid

(b) and final array device for

testing (c); battery cell test array

for high throughput testing that

uses variations of electrode

material across the array

columns and electrolyte

variations across rows (d)
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solvents). The many process parameters will not only

influence deposition accuracy; but in many cases it is hard

to find a parameter window that does not result in clogging

of the nozzle orifice or even the damage of the electrode

paste components under the high internal forces of the

ejection system.

Therefore we conducted a design of experiments leading

to a working jetting process for several anode, cathode and

separator materials.

The dispensing and the jetting approach are suitable to

evaluate materials in a form close to the battery production

since the same electrode paste composition and particle

sizes that are relevant for large scale production can be

employed.

Both processes can support the combinatorial and high

throughput approach because changing cartridges for dif-

ferent or modified material compositions is straight for-

ward thus allowing to change material composition during

the fabrication of a test cell array. This so called post-

synthesis array transfer (PoSAT, Roberts et al. 2007) has

the advantage of providing a robust composite structure,

optimized for high electronic and ionic conductivities and a

good contact with the current collector as in a real battery

cell.

Reasonable test array confiurations are as follows:

• deposition the same set of anode and cathode materials

on the complete cell array. Those cells can be tested

with programmed electrolyte variations provided by a

conventional pipette robot system or they can be used

with the same electrolyte but tested under different

electrical conditions at the same time,

• deposition of an electrode with varied composition in

each row (column) of the array and a variation of

electrolyte in each column (row) of the array,

• anode versus cathode variations over the rows/columns

of the array is possible in the same way.

Pipetting of liquid electrolyte into such test cell arrays is

straight forward only in case of low vapor pressure fluids.

Unfortunately conventional electrolytes of state of the art

lithium-ion batteries use high vapor pressure organic sol-

vents. For this type of tests we designed a particular set-up

that uses the cell sealing plate for electrolyte filling as

shown in Fig. 1b, c. For that purpose a fluidic manifold is

integrated into the sealing lid of the test cell array that

allow to supply the same electrolyte into each row of the

array while the electrodes are varied over the columns. The

manifold channel is dried after electrolyte supply to avoid

ionic short circuit between the individual test cells.

Another advantage is the possibility to integrate MPREs

during the micro-fabrication process or the dispense-print

process with nearly no extra cost. Several types of pseudo-

reference electrodes have been proven to exhibit long-term

reference-potential stability in relevant electrochemical

systems. They are essential for performing precise and

reproducible electrochemical measurements (Bonnaud

et al. 2016; Ives 1961; La Mantia et al. 2013; Ruch et al.

2009; Weingarth et al. 2012a, b; Zhou and Notten 2004).

Lithium (Zhou and Notten 2004) and partially lithiated

lithium titanate (LTO) (La Mantia et al. 2013) can be used

as reference electrodes for lithium-ion batteries with

organic electrolytes. Metallic lithium can be deposited by

electroplating with room-temperature ionic liquid (RTIL)

electrolyte. Porous carbonaceous materials and platinum

have also been tested as reference electrodes in ionic liquid

electrolytes (Bonnaud et al. 2016). Porous carbon elec-

trodes can be fabricated by electrophoretic deposition,

dispensing or spray deposition. Those carbonaceous

materials had a low potential drift over days as well as a

high tolerance for impurities (Maminska et al. 2006; Saheb

et al. 2006; Weingarth et al. 2012a, b; Widmaier et al.

2016). We here investigated the use of LTO MPREs for

lithium-ion cells; since LTO is one of the anode materials,

it requires no additional fabrication effort.

2 Experimental

2.1 Fabrication of substrates for the battery test
cell arrays

Cell designs for co-planar (interdigitated) and stacked

(face-to-face) electrodes with and without reference elec-

trodes, as well as other technological variants are shown in

Fig. 2. A third substrate (encapsulation lid, not shown in

Fig. 2) is usually bonded to the top substrate to close the

electrolyte fill holes. Cells of the side-by-side electrode

design (Fig. 2c, d), where all active materials are located in

the bottom substrate, are truly much easier to fabricate,

while cells with the conventional stacked design—as in all

commercial batteries (Fig. 2a, b)—require printing of a

separator and a careful thickness adjustment of the

deposited active materials.

The cavities and holes in the glass substrates were fab-

ricated by laser-ablation or alternatively by wet chemical

etching and sandblasting. A MDI LD600-H panel level

laser system in combination with a green short-pulse laser

(edgewave BX-series, wavelength of 532 nm, pulse lengths

from 5 ns) with a maximum power of 20 watts was used

for substrate patterning at Fraunhofer IZM. This system

offers the possibility to directly structure glass substrates

from 0.1 to 10 mm thickness up to a panel size of

610 9 450 mm2 with a high flexibility regarding the con-

tour (layout-based). No mask or other equipment was

necessary. The layer-by-layer removal sequence permits

2.5D machining with a lateral and orthogonal accuracy of
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\ 20 lm and \ 100 lm, respectively. The smallest pos-

sible structure width is approximately 100 lm. Etched

glass cavities of 200 lm depth as well as laser patterned

and metallized glass substrates are shown in Fig. 3a, b,

respectively. The metallization of current collectors (Ti, Pt,

Au, Cu, Ni, Al) is done by sputtering and lithography.

Indium, tin, nickel and zinc can be electroplated using the

semi-additive technology. Proven thin-film metallization

systems as current collectors are available for lithium-ion

and aluminum-ion as well as for aqueous Zn–MnO2 bat-

teries. For cell configurations according to Fig. 2a, elec-

trodes can be directly deposited on metal foils.

2.2 Electrode fabrication

The electrode materials were deposited into the cavities

with the precision dispenser and jetting heads of Musashi

Shotmaster 300 robot platform. Super Sigma CMII VS and

Aerojet MJET-A devices have been used for the dispensing

and jetting, respectively (Fig. 4). With such devices, a wide

variety of electrode pastes of different characteristics can

be deposited. This allows to test several electrode pastes to

select the best for optimum battery production. High speed

deposition is possible with the Aerojet print head that is

capable of 330 shots per second even for highly-viscous

pastes.

Calendering (mechanical compressing) of electrodes

cannot be done in cavity substrates. However it is an

important process in industrial battery manufacturing

controlling the electrode thickness and pore size. If cal-

endering of electrodes has to be investigated, the configu-

ration shown in Fig. 2a can be applied where the electrode

of one side is deposited on a planar metal foil. Here, dis-

pensing, and jetting can be used to prepare the electrodes

on the metal foil. After mechanical pressing the electrode

foil may be cut to the size of the array substrate and fixed

on a carrier substrate. In that case, all bottom electrodes are

electrically interconnected. A carbon coating can be

optionally deposited prior to electrode fabrication on metal

foils or thin film metallization by dispensing and jetting.

Fig. 2 Substrate integrated test-

cell configurations: stacked or

face-to-face electrodes (a, b),
side-by-side or interdigitated

electrodes (c, d). Where 1: top

substrate with cavities and

electrolyte filling holes (8), 2:

metal foil substrate, 3: bottom

substrate with cavities and

metallization, 4: polymer cover

with cavity and electrolyte fill

holes, 5: anode (or cathode), 6:

cathode (or anode), 7: separator,

8: hole, 9,10: current collectors,

11: electrolyte, 12: reference

electrode, 13: adhesive bond,

14: electrically conducting

adhesive, 15: elastomer gasket,

20: electrical contacts

Fig. 3 Glas substrate with

cavity structures and metal

current collectors, test cells

6 9 8 mm2 according to Fig. 2c

(a); glass stripe array with test

cells 3.6 9 4.8 mm2 according

to Fig. 2a (b); test bed with

electrical interconnects and

electrolyte fill option (c)
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Polyvinylidene fluride (PVDF) is currently the most

used binder for lithium-ion battery electrode fabrication.

For environmental and cost reasons, water based binders

are also under investigation (Wood et al. 2017). Because

aqueous systems influence not only the electrode chem-

istry—in particular on the positive electrode side—but also

paste rheology and mixing characteristics, water based

binders were also tested for the deposition of micro-

structured electrodes. All the electrode and separator

materials used here and the obtained electrode properties

are summarized in Table 1. The ratio in weight percent of

active material, binder and carbon black (C65 from Imerys)

is 90:7:3, 90:5:5 and 92:4:4 for graphite, LTO and the

cathode, respectively. Following the addition of the solvent

(n-methylpyrrolodone (NMP) for the PVDF binder and

water for the carboxymethl cellulose/styrene-butadiene

rubber (CMC/SBR) binder), the mixture was iteratively

subjected to speed mixing and ultra-sonication for several

times until a homogeneous electrode slurry suitable for

micro-dispensing was achieved. Low agglomerate size of

particles is crucial for dispensing or jetting; the resulting

maximum agglomerate sizes were in the range of

10–25 lm (Table 1). This is an important parameter that

influences processing and electrode performance. The

minimum electrode thickness should be ca. 50 lm (two

times the particle size) and the minimum inner diameter of

the dispensing needle or jet nozzle should be ca. 250 lm
(ten times the particle size).

It has been shown previously, that cells with the side-by-

side design are characterized by the same current capability

Fig. 4 Jetting (a) and
dispensing (b, c) of battery
electrodes with interdigital

design (a, c) or planar stacked
design (b)

Table 1 Characteristics of electrode and separator materials used

Anode Cathode Separator

Graphite LTO NMC NCA

C Li4Ti5O12 LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2 LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 SiO2

PGPT-202 C-LTO BE-10C NAT-7150 SiO2 fiber

Targray NEI Corp. MTI Toda America Inc. Pardam

Particle size lm

13–17 3–5 \ 10 \ 15 \ 1 lm fibers 10 … 30 lm length

Maximum agglomerates (lm)

25 10 15 15 10

Obtained density (g/cm3)

0.91 PVDF

1.1 CMC

1.44 PVDF

1.57 CMC

2.09 PVDF

2.08 CMC

2.1 PVDF 0.65 PVDF

Obtained capa-city (0.1 C) (mAh/g)

315 155 145 185 –
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and comparable electrochemical characteristic in respect to

the conventional face-to-face configuration, if the distance

between anode and cathode is small (30–100 lm) and the

top electrolyte layer is sufficiently thick (Hoeppner 2015).

Such cells based on glass housing also enable a range of

new analytic tools for studying batteries by optical

methods.

2.3 Assembly and electrolyte filling

Room-temperature adhesive bonding applying a special

UV-adhesive with a high barrier function against water

vapor is applied to bond top and bottom substrates and seal

the cell arrays. This adhesive is stable for the electrolytes

used for lithium-ion batteries. For other more aggressive

electrolytes, a per-fluorinated elastomer gasket and a

polymer top plate (polyether ether ketone—PEEK) are

used (Fig. 2d). Printing of a separator on top of the elec-

trode is essential for the stacked battery configurations

(Fig. 2a, b). Separator pastes and a technology for dis-

pense-printing of patterned separators were developed

based on SiO2 particles and appropriate binders (Ferch

et al. 2016). Electrolyte filling can be done with a dispense

robot in case of RTIL electrolytes because they are char-

acterized by nearly zero vapor pressure. Dispensing of the

organic carbonate electrolytes is not possible or requires a

pressure chamber and cooled substrates because the

organic solvent electrolyte formulations evaporate easily at

room temperature. Instead of using a pressurized contain-

ment, we deployed a top sealing plate of the test fixtures

with an integrated electrolyte fill channel as shown in

Fig. 1. Gaskets are integrated into the sealing plate. For

each row (stripe) of the test-cell array, the electrolyte

channel is connected to a vacuum pump and electrolyte

syringe. Thus, the test cells can be evacuated prior to

electrolyte filling.

2.4 Cell design

The test cell substrate of the prototype system is divided

into single chips of 10 9 15 mm2 at a pitch of 10.3 and

15.3 mm in the x- and y- direction, respectively (Fig. 2a).

Each chip contains one, two or four electrochemical test

cells, four holes for electrolyte filling and 10 electrical

contacts. The active cell area of the stacked electrodes is

6 9 8 mm2 or 3.6 9 4.8 mm2; the size of one electrode

stripe for the interdigitated cells is 8 9 0.6 mm2. Final

sealing and electrolyte filling can be made with single chips

or stripes of 8 chips of size 82.1 9 15 mm2 (Fig. 2b). That

configuration enables straightforward manual handling and

mechanical adjustment.

2.5 Electrical Characterization

The test-cell arrays with several micro-electrodes require a

reliable electrical interconnection system. Figure 3c shows

electrical test fixtures for array stripe substrates with 80

electrical contacts each and electrolyte fill openings. Gold-

coated springs were used to contact the current collectors

on the test-chip substrates. Electrical characterization of

the test-cell arrays was done employing a Basytec CTS-XL

and Maccor multichannel battery tester with a total

capacity of 400 channels. Electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry were carried out with

Bio-Logic SP-300 potentiostat/galvanostat equipped with a

frequency response analyzer. The frequency range was

500 kHz–200 mHz with 10 mV AC voltage amplitude.

3 Results

3.1 Electrode fabrication for lithium-ion micro
cell arrays

The viscosity of the electrode pastes were measured as a

function of the NMP content. Figure 5a shows the shear

rate dependent viscosities at 25 �C of LTO pastes with a

solid content between 38 and 48%. It is quite similar to

typical solder pastes (Becker et al. 2014). The viscosity can

be reduced by adding more solvent to the paste. All pastes

show a similar shear thinning behavior over the whole

range of shear rates from 10-1 to 10 s-1. Shear thinning at

higher shear rates is typical for dispensing or jetting

through narrow nozzles. With the help of the described

paste mixing procedure and the solvent content adjust-

ments, it was possible to achieve the dispensing or jetting

of the chosen electrode materials.

While good results can be easily obtained, in the case of

dispensing, by only adjusting the dispense pressure and the

distance between needle and substrate, much more

parameters had to be investigated for the jetting process.

The most important parameter is the nozzle orifice diam-

eter but the shot time, tappet stroke, chamber supply

pressure, distance to the substrate and temperature also

influence the jetting process significantly. The time indi-

cated in Fig. 5b, c defines the duration of the tapped raised.

The height and diameter of the deposited droplets (depots)

were measured for ca. 20 drops of each material and

parameter configuration. The influence of tappet stroke,

nozzle diameter and stroke time for the graphite paste is

shown in Fig. 5b, c. The tappet stroke has only a minor

influence on the droplet volume but it significantly affects

the speed of ejection. A higher stroke is required for pastes

with higher viscosity. Too high stroke can lead to splashing
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of the material on the substrate and formation of satellite

deposits. The amount of deposited material is not depen-

dent on the distance between substrate and nozzle but

higher distances reduce the lateral deposition accuracy.

The minimum nozzle orifice diameter that allowed depo-

sition without clogging was 220 lm and resulted in a depot

thickness between 60 and 90 lm. This defines the mini-

mum electrode thickness that can be fabricated by jetting.

Slightly thinner layers can be deposited with conventional

dispensing of the same material. A large, and strongly non-

linear influence of depot size was investigated for the time,

in particular for the 400 lm nozzle orifice diameter. A ten

percent increase of the minimum time of 1 ms to 1.1 ms

has much more effect than further doubling the time to

2 ms. This effect can be understood by the construction of

the jetting system. It includes a chamber with nozzle of

defined volume that is filled with the paste from the car-

tridge prior to the jetting event. At the smallest time the

chamber/nozzle is not completely filled with material but at

ca. 2 ms the chamber is nearly entirely filled and further

increase of time will not further increase the amount of

paste and therefore the drop volume.

As can be seen from Fig. 5b the smallest jetted dot

diameter in case of graphite is 750 lm. Although, in

practice we have seen that filling of 0.6 mm channels of the

interdigitated battery cell design is feasible for some

materials. The reproducibility of the jetted deposits is

another important aspect. As can be seen in Fig. 6, graphite

(g) and separator (i) deposits show a much better consis-

tency than NCA (h). We were unable to find a paste

material and jetting parameter combination for sufficient

NCA electrode jetting quality. Figure 6e and f demonstrate

how a continuous electrode can be jetted by reducing the

distance between the deposits; that can be easily achieved

by adjusting dispensing frequency and robot feed speed.

Although single jetted deposits of the separator were quite

homogeneous, the deposition of the separator on top of the

electrode resulted in larger height fluctuation (Fig. 6k).

More homogeneous separator layers were fabricated with

help of the dispensing process (Fig. 6d). The dispensing of

LTO and NMC electrodes on metal current collectors with

geometrical features is demonstrated in Fig. 6b, d,

respectively. We programmed an algorithm for the dis-

pensing system that calculates the meandering horizontal

traverse way for any geometrical dimensions (Fig. 6a).

Prior to start of test cell printing experiments we vali-

dated the influence of the dispense process on the electrode

performance. Electrodes were deposited by both, doctor

blading and dispensing of meandering tracks on current

collector foils and characterized in half cell tests with help

of El-Cell test cells with polymer separator. As can be seen

in Fig. 7e the four dispense printed cells are characterized

by high reproducibility and show the same capacity like the

doctor-bladed sample at low current (low C-rate). At high

current (C-rates [ 3C) the obtained capacity is slightly

lower compared to the conventional cell fabrication but the

performance is fully sufficient to use the printing technol-

ogy for the high throughput test cell array concept. Fig-

ure 7a–c show some statistics of the test runs made with all

the tested battery materials. For measuring the deposited

electrode weight of the micro cells; here 10 … 16 cells

were fabricated in single cell housings because individual

weight measurement is not possible on the array substrate.

As can be seen in Fig. 7b we were able to reduce the

standard deviation of electrode mass from 10 … 17% (left

values in each column) to 2 … 9% for the last deposition

runs (right values in each column) due to fine tuning of

parameters. Pastes with PVDF binder are characterized by

slightly lower scattering compared to material with CMC

binder. No difference was observed between the

Fig. 5 Shear rate dependent viscosity at 25 �C of LTO anode paste as

function of solid content that was varied by adding different amount

of NMP solvent (a); jetted dot diameter (b) and height (c) of graphite

paste at two nozzle sizes, jet times and tapped stroke; the chamber

supply pressure was 100 kPa
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interdigitated electrode design (according to Fig. 2c) and

stacked configuration (according to Fig. 2a). For proper

balancing of the electrodes in the full cell an electrode

mass variations between 2 and 9% seems to be rather high,

but it can be compensated by a higher number of identical

cells of each parameter combination fabricated in the array.

An electrode thickness between 40 and 120 lm can be

achieved with single deposition while 130 … 220 thick

micro electrodes were fabricated with help of two deposi-

tion steps. Thus, area capacities between ca. 1 and ca.

5 mAh/cm2 can be obtained for the test chip arrays. The

capacity distribution of the individual test planar graphite-

NCA test cells (3.6 9 4.8 mm2) as well as interdigitated

graphite-NCA and LTO-NCA cells (nine stripes

8 9 0.6 mm2) are shown in Fig. 7d. The focus of this work

was to find parameters for stable printing of the thinnest

possible electrodes for smallest possible test cells; thicker

electrodes can be fabricated for larger test cells easily.

3.2 Test of micro reference electrodes

One important feature of the micro-technology used for the

test-cell fabrication is the straight forward integration of

pseudo-reference electrodes for advanced electrochemical

characterization; this has been demonstrated here by

making impedance spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry

(CV) in the 3-electrode configuration. The basic principle

of a CV experiment is shown in Fig. 8a, b. In a CV

experiment, the working electrode (WE) potential is

repeatedly shifted between two vertex potentials (V1 and

V2) at a fixed potential sweep using a potentiostat. The

reference point for controlling the working electrode

potential is provided by the introduction of a non-polariz-

able reference electrode (RE) that does not take part in the

electrochemical reaction and provides a stable reference

potential. The current flows between the working (WE) and

the counter electrode (CE). With CV experiments, one can

obtain valuable information on the kinetics of electro-

chemical reactions as well as measure the contributions of

anode and cathode to the overall cell potential at any time

Fig. 6 Photographs of electrodes printed on metal foils with help of

dispensing (a–d) and jetting (e–k); dispensing track for irregular

electrode dimensions (a); LTO (b), NMC (c) and separator on NMC

(d) dispense printing; jetting of carbon with uncomplete (e) and

complete (f) surface coverage; single jet shots of graphite (g), NCA
(h) and separator (i); full coverage of separator jetted on NCA

electrode (k)
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during the experiment. We have proven the feasibility of

such experiments in a micro-test-cell by using a micro-

glass battery cell with aluminum current collectors, and

LTO and NCA as the anode and the cathode material,

respectively. The reference potential was provided by an

integrated pseudo-micro-reference electrode (MPREs)

made of LTO (labelled 3 in Fig. 8c) that was arranged

parallel with anode and cathode stripes (labelled 2 and 1 in

Fig. 8c) and conditioned to a stable reduction potential by

insertion of Li-ions prior to the experiment. We started the

experiments with much smaller MPREs (0.6 9 0.6 mm2)

but in this case the reference potentials were not stable;

thus an MPRE of 0.6 9 8 mm2 sized is a good compro-

mise between accuracy and space requirement in the

micro-cell.

Since the stability of the potential of the reference

electrode is crucial for such experiments, prior to the CV,

the stability of the LTO reference electrode was measured,

and the fluctuations were indeed smaller than 1 mV/h. This

is sufficiently stable even for experiments with small sweep

rates (B 1 mV/s). The CV was carried out on the micro-

battery at normal laboratory atmosphere and room tem-

perature with vertex potentials of 1.8 and 3 V, respectively,

and a potential sweep of 0.1 mV per second using the

biologic SP 300 potentiostat. Thus, the duration of one CV

cycle is 6.7 h. After 5 CV cycles, a stable current response

was obtained. Figure 8d–f shows the full-cell as well as the

half-cell (anodic and cathodic) voltammograms obtained

for the micro-battery during the 6th cycle. The CV plots

show that the cathode predominates the overall cell

potential in this specific case.

The results of the impedance spectroscopy of two test-

cells according to the schematic in Fig. 8c are shown in

Fig. 9. The frequency range was 500 kHz–200 mHz with

10 mV AC voltage amplitude. In both cases, the impe-

dance contribution of the anode is higher than that of the

cathode. This may be due to much larger active surface

area of the LTO anode particles compared to the cathode

material. Thus, the feasibility of standard electrochemical

characterization of full cells with integrated reference

electrode was demonstrated on the cell array level.

Fig. 7 Electrode print statistics of several fabrication runs each

including 10–16 cells: mean electrode mass (a), standard deviation of

electrode mass of the two binder systems (b) and electrode thickness

(c); discharge capacities of two test-cell fabrication runs with either

the interdigitated (labelled as PVDF-c) or planar (labelled as PVDF-a)

electrode design (d); specific discharge capacity as a function of

current (C-rate) obtained from half-cell measurements on the

fabricated NMC electrodes (e), with a comparison of a doctor bladed

electrode and the dispensed (print 1–4) electrodes
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4 Conclusions and outlook

A high-throughput testing platform has been developed

based on Fraunhofer IZM’s glass panel micro-patterning

technology. Glass-based micro-test-cells and test-cell

arrays have been batch-fabricated and assembled to

achieve full electrochemical test-cells successfully. Fabri-

cation of electrode pastes and electrodes by conventional/

industry relevant methods and sequential variation of

material parameters is possible. Micro dispensing and jet-

ting were investigated as means for the standardized

application of different electrode materials and SiO2-based

separators. The reproducibility of the process was

increased during the project significantly for the whole

range of investigated materials and can be adapted for any

material; PVDF and CMC-SBR binders were used. Jetting

is a high speed deposition alternative for feature sizes

above ca. 0.6–1 mm but showed reproducible results only

for some electrode materials (graphite, LTO). Electrode

Fig. 8 CV measurement basic setup (a, b), setup in micro battery test cell (1 cathode, 2 anode, 3 reference) (c), current response taken at a scan

rate of 0.1 mV/s and plotted versus the potential of anode vs. reference (d), cathode vs. reference (e) and full cell (NCM//LTO) (f)

Fig. 9 Impedance spectroscopy of two micro-cells with LTO and NCA electrodes using LTO stripe as MPRE according to the schematic of

Fig. 8c
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mass variation of the micro-cells was 5–10% which is

sufficient for many basic investigations and practical bat-

tery material optimizations, but still have to be improved

for the optimization of production-relevant battery systems.

By deposition of micro-structured metals and LTO micro-

electrodes in electrochemical test-cells, micro-pseudo-ref-

erence electrodes of high stability were applied with high

geometric and structural accuracy as provided by the

micro-system technology processing. The application of

CV and EIS with such micro-reference electrodes was

demonstrated. Such test setup gives rise to an improved

reliability and reproducibility of electrochemical experi-

ments. The economic fabrication of our test arrays by batch

processing allows their single-use in electrochemical

experiments, preventing contamination issues due to

repeated use as in conventional laboratory test cells. Clean

room processing prevents particulate contamination and

high grade purified material can be used cost-efficient for

all experiments since only very small material volumes are

required. For implementation of the substrate integrated

cell arrays, a reusable electrical interface to multichannel

electrochemical testing system was developed. Thus, the

presented test-cell arrays can be efficiently deployed for

screening tests of battery materials at the level of full-cells

and are expected to speed up electrochemical materials

research significantly. As a next step, standardized arrays

and array interfaces have to be developed that are opti-

mized for specific materials research tasks. They can

include only the array substrates, substrates with electrodes

or full-cells including electrolyte that will be made avail-

able. In addition, the glass substrate option allows these

cells to be optically accessible which can be exploited for

various in situ measurement methods.
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